Students Present
Views On Draft
Ike Jones Says Yes
Many Favor Immediate

The

Unlimited Help
To English
INQUIRING
By

REPORTER

Jack Keefe

"Do you think college students
should be deferred from Army service until they finish school?"
"Yes, I do think that college students should be allowed to defer
their army service training period
because under the present setup
your college career can be ended
after one, two, or three years; and
where can you acquire a college
degree in one, two, or three years."
?Richard Bartholomew '42.
"No! If they are drafting us for
war as I think they are, we need
the time to learn to fight effect?Vic Whelton, '42.
ively."
"Yes! There are enough people
unemployed who may be used."
?Leo Landry, '39, Physics Dept.
"No! We must always be certain
'There will always be an Eng?Modestino J. Vitale, '42
land.'
"

"No! If we're not smart enough
to take the opportunity offered us
to become officers in the Army and
Navy Reserves or Air Corps we
should be drafted."

?Robert Lally, '42.

"No! Because it looks like the
only job there will be after col?Robert Drinan, '42.
lege."

"No! To exempt a man because
he is fortunate enough to be a
college student could very easily
make the people class conscious
and result in national confusion."
?Chas. P. Mackin, '42.
"Yes! They have gone through
fourteen years of school, and have
but a few years left, why interrupt
them? Let them continue to be

idealists."

?John O'Donnell, '42.

"Yes! Some of the fellows have
worked a few years to go to college. Why should they now be
denied the chance to finish?"
?Thomas Dawson, '42.
(Continued on Page 3)
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LORAS AND PRINCETON DEBATERS WILL FACE
FULTON ON UNION OF WESTERN COUNTRIES
Radio Club Plans Hancock Hall Is Colleges Oppose
Spring Program Scene Of Drama "lend-Lease" Bill
By J. McElwee
The fastest growing activity at
Boston College, the Radio Club,
held its first meeting of the second
Semester last Tuesday and plans
for an extensive program, which
will include actual building of
radio sets, were discussed. President Herb Arnold also announced
that a contest will be held in the
near future to determine the ability of the radio club members to
receive the code, and attractive
prizes will be presented to the winners. Several students are fairly
proficient in the reception of the
code but the purpose of the contest, explained Arnold, is to promote more interest in this important phase of radio.
As regards the construction of
the radio sets, practical instruction
will be given by the more experienced members of the club in order
that all may become thoroughly
acquainted with radio theory and
practice. The previous meetings
had been devoted to lectures on
various phases of radio by Professor Gager, of the Physics Department.
In preparation for the contest,
which may become a weekly feature if successful, informal code
practice sessions are held Tuesday
afternoons at the conclusion of the
regular meeting. However, many
students are utilizing their free
(Continued on Page 6)

Rehearsals continue to progress
smoothly for the Dramatic Comedy
"Fr. Malachy's Miracle", despite
The annual Convention of the
the sudden change of production. N. E. Catholic College Federation
The Society is doing a fine job of
for International Peace was held
shaping the new play for performon February 8, at St. Joseph's
ance on February 21st and 22nd.
College, Hartford, Conn. The BosCollege delegation headed by
ton
PORTRAYS LEAD
Faculty Moderator Rev. James L.
Burke, S.J., Head of the Department of History and Government,
was comprised of John Bagley,
Robert F. Muse, Joseph T. Nolan
and Robert F. Kopp.
The question before the committee was: Resolved, that the Convention should go on record as
favoring a policy of non-intervention, opposed to the Lend-Lease
Bill, and any other form of military aid to belligerents that might
entail war risk.This resolution was
proposed by Francis Adams of
Holy Cross and was supported by
the Boston College representatives.
John Bagley, Chairman of the
Ethics of Isolation Committee presided during Joseph T. Nolan's
speech on "The Obligations of a
Neutral State." Robert Kopp spoke
before the Committee on the
"Papal Peace Program", and Rob't
ROGER BAKER
Muse spoke on "The Social and
The play will be staged in the Economic Differences of Latin
John Hancock Hall on Clarendon America and the United States."
Street. A new policy is being inDr. Herbert Bell of Wesleyan
novated in the purchase of tickets. University had previously argued
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

Lettermen Select Al Morro To Lead Eagles
In Every Game During The Coming Season
Old Custom Followed
In Election Of
Captain
PIERONI NAMED MANAGER
By Ernie Santosuosso
The big mystery concerning the
election of next season's gridiron
leaders was finally cleared up
Wednesday afternoon as the Boston College lettermen voted Al
Morro of Providence, R. I. as the
Eagles' football captain for the
1941-42 season, and John Pieroni
of Somerville, Mass., as varsity
manager. By choosing a single captain for next fall, the football
team returned to the regular custom of election in place of last
year's policy of selecting game
captains.
When notified of his victory
Morro, smiling modestly, said,
"This is the greatest thing that
ever happened to me. I will try to
carry the torch where the seniors
left off." When Frank Leahy,
coach of the Eagles, heard the
news of Morro's selection, he said,
"It was a very fine choice, and I
am delighted at the outcome. If
he's as good a captain as he is a
right tackle, then Al will be wellset. Al has shown great improvement in the past two years due to
his great effort."
Al Morro's athletic successes
date back to the time when he
attended Providence Central High
in Rhode Island. At the high school
(Continued on Page 4)
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Faculty Member
Condemns Russia
In a lively debate with Professor
Samuel H. Cross of Harvard University, the Rev. J. F. X. Murphy,
Professor of History at Boston
College, strongly condemned Atheistic Russia as a "Natural and a
Potential Enemy", at the New
England Town Hall of the Air,
broadcast over WAAB last Wednesday evening. The subject discussed was
"Russia, Potential
Friend or Foe?" After the discussion proper, questions were
proposed by the studio audience,
to which both Fr. Murphy and
Professor Cross replied.
Declaring that "the modern
trend towards materialism, and the
emphasis on man's selfish nature
has resulted in utter chaos." Fr.
Murphy quoted the Declaration of
Independence to cite the inalienable rights of mankind, and pointed out that Russia destroys these
rights and thus destroys the individual. "There exists an unbridgable gap", Fr. Murphy stated, "between atheistic Russia and America."
The eminent Jesuit historian
continued his attack on Russia as
he said that there is no other
basis for the State besides the
American and Catholic one unless
refuge is taken in the horrible
maxim, "Might makes right". Citing Russia's conduct in Spain, Finland and Poland as proof of her
(Continued on Page 5)

Sienna Debates Glee Club Starts
With Marquette Current Season

The Marquette Debating Society
will debate the Western Hemiquestion, with
Union
sphere
Sienna College of Albany, New
York this evening in the library
auditorium at eight o'clock. The
Marquette represented by Henry
O'Connell and Robert Halligan will
be seeking its second consecutive
win as the Freshman-Sophomore
Society was victorious in their debate with Sienna last year. The
gentlemen from Albany will defend
the Affirmative side of the question, resolved "That the nations of
the Western Hemisphere should
enter into a permanent union". Invitations have been extended to
various high schools to attend and
an Open Forum will be held for the
benefit of all at the conclusion of
the debate.
The debate with Sienna marks
the beginning of a most active season of collegiate debates in the
current season. On Feb. 21st, the
Marquette, represented by Joseph
McSweeney, Robert Galligan and
John Grady will debate Fordham
on the Affirmative side of the
same Western Hemisphere Union
question. On the following Friday,
Feb 28, Joseph Timpany and John
Battles will journey to Durham,
N. H. to debate the Negative side
of the same question.
Freshman debates have been arranged with West Point, M. I. T.,
Brown and Harvard, as well as
numerous lecture debates between
(Continued on Page 5)

A concert season, already crowded with engagements and expected
to be one of the most successful
in recent years will be inaugurated
by the Boston College Glee Club
next Wednesday evening at eight
o'clock. At this time the associated
Glee Club and Concert Band will
present an exciting program of religious and secular music at Weymouth.
Present Varied Program
Among the numbers sung by the
Glee Club will be Franck's 150th
Psalm; choruses from two of Gilbert and Sullivan's most brilliant
operettas, the Mikado and Pirates
of Penzance; Old Paint, an American folk song; and Father O'Flynn,
which will be sung in a rugged
Irish brogue.
Concert Band to Accompany
The newly organized Concert
Band will play a well variated program
consisting of: Entrance
March of the Peers from lolanthe;
Pavanne by Gould; Toy Trumpet
by Scott; Agnus Dei by Bizet. A
special group of sixteen singers
will present Panis Angelicus with
-Joseph Caruso as the soloist.
Number of Soloists
Other soloists will
include:
Thomas Flanagan on the flute who
will play The Swan by Saint-Saens
and Dancing Dolls by Mozart:
Brian Sullivan who will sing La
Paloma and Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
(Continued on Page 5)

Unbeaten Record Is
Threatened By

Invaders

IMPORTANT QUESTION
Tonight the Fulton Debating Society will undertake to preserve
its unbeaten record against Loras
FULTON DEBATER

WALTER CLEAR
College of Dubuque, lowa. The
debate will take place at the
Presentation Club in Oak Square,
Brighton at 8.15. The Fulton team
comprised of Rob't Kopp and Jos.
Nolan will uphold the negative of
the question, Resolved: "That the
nations of the Western Hemisphere should form a permanent
union." This resolution is the intercollegiate debating question for the
year, and it will prove to be a very
timely and interesting subject on
account of the present defense program now being universally discussed.
In the debate at the regular weekly meeting on Monday, a negative
team composed of Thomas Galligan of Watertown, '41 and Thos.
Russell '42 defeated an affirmative
team composed of Walter Clear,
'41, the past president of the Society, and Robert Murphy '42, the
current president. Clear advocated
the adoption of the union plan
proposed by Colombia at the Lima
Conference in 1938. Murphy contended that the nations of Latin
America would do anything within
reason to form such a union.
Galligan, the editor of the
HEIGHTS, speaking for the negative, proved that such a union
would be economically impossible.
Thomas Russell showed that any
military or political union would
be undesirable. The negative was
awarded the decision nine to four.
Clear and Murphy will defend
the Affirmative of the same question against Princeton on February
22nd.
The debate will be held at the
South Junior High School in Waltham and will be sponsored by the
Boston College Undergrad Club of
that city. Tickets may be obtained
from Chairman Martin Hansberry
or any other Waltham student for
twenty-five cents.
On February 21st, a Fulton team
comprised of Martin Hansberry,
'42 and Robert Muse, '42 will debate with Holy Cross on the question of the year, this debate will
be held at Worcester.
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Editorials
Does the average Boston College student agree with
the President's appeal to Congress that we give every conceivable aid, short of armed forces to the British Empire?
It appears not! We feel that every type of assistance
should first be given to the American program of defence.
It is our country, our future, our safety, and our money
which is at stake. Let Congress, then, give its primary
consideration to these items. Why must there be this continual haggling between law givers about this vicious question of whether or not we should strip our own airdromes,
mechanized units, and navy in order to stave off the ruin
of England? The answer seems to be that any aid we might
attempt to render at present would never arrive in sufficient quantities or swiftly enough to halt an invasion of
England. The obvious conclusion being that since our efforts would not be effective enough to save England, our
choice of the lesser of two evils, we should concentrate
our every exertion on the protection of the United States
and the allied continents.
Most Americans are resigned to supporting the armies
of the British Empire, morally at least. Most Americans,
however, armed with the latest information supplied by
military experts, also feel that the English shores will face
their test this Spring and that they will win or lose with
whatever implements of war that they now have or will
have before May. If this is to be the case, it would seem
that the logical course for us would be to place the emphasis on supplying the yearning needs of American military services now. The high officers of the army and navy
have continually clamored for modern equipment, the
draftees are being clothed in uniforms of 1917 manufacture, our air force has not been substantially expanded because of the American planes exported to Britain, our tank
units are largely antique, and our machine-gun companies
haven't been armed with equipment dating much beyond
the World War 1. This situation is the result of arming
Britain at our expense. The motive behind that strategy
was to let English forces fight for the democracies while
the United States prepared. Unfortunately for us, not only
has England made no progress against Hitler but our own
defenses have not been strengthened because of the increasing demands of Mr. Churchill's regime. Our production rates have not been great enough to equip two great
nations. Thus the choice must be made. Will we continue
to sacrifice our own interests or will we begin to surround
ourselves with an economic and military barrier of steel
which would be sufficiently awe-inspiring to stop any
would-be invader before he starts?
?Pablo.

At the present time it is a
rather difficult task for me to
concentrate on the job that weekly stares me in the face. I am
attempting to write a column,
witness the fencing match between Boston College and Amherst
College, and listen to the debate
between Fr. J. F. X. Murphy of
.he college and Professor Samuel
Cross of Harvard on the present
position of Russia. Just now Professor Cross is doing so much
Taney side-stepping that it does
not seem as though Fr. Murphy
will have much to talk about by
the time he has the opportunity
to defend his side. However, if
my knowledge of our noble representative does not fail me, I am
quite sure that Father Murphy's
worthy opponent will be forced to
throw in the towel before the onslaught of rhetoric with which he
is sure to be met. The only unfortunate part of the contest is
that it is limited to one hour. In
spite of this handicap it will be
quite surprising if the studio is
able to close its doors at its usual
time.

tated, at least on the surface. In present at the beginning of tothis sport, however, there does day's match at three p. m. I returned again at eight o'clock in
not seem to be any effort to conceal the intentions of the combatants which from all appearances are to annihilate one another. I wouldn't enter into such
a combat without at least a suit
of armor.
Besides the bloodthirsty angle
to such engagements, there is also
the time element which enters in
to a small extent. If you have
ever watched a dance marathon,
you may have some idea of the
length of these affairs. I was

the evening and the match was
still in progress. This fact alone
should dispel the prejudices of
many people, if nothing else will.
Well, Father Murphy has successfully maintained his position
as an orator despite the lack of
time. I have extended my apologies to the fencing team, and in
the process have filled the required space, so I guess that 1
will put the typewriter to bed for
this week. (Loud cheers).

Letter Column
Dear Editor:

I would like to use the opportunity afforded by the "Letter Column" to express on behalf of the committee a sincere thanks to the
student body, for its contribution to the fund, which together with an
equal amount from Holy Cross, made possible the Crusader-Eagle Victory

Trophy.

The committee which consisted of the class presidents, feel that
special acknowledgment is deserving to Fr. Long, Fr. Dullea, Ed O'original
To return to the
source Connor of the Bookstore, and to Bill Sullivan for their cooperation.
of my distraction, I believe that
It was the aim of the combined Holy Cross-Boston College group
it is my duty to express my apoloand
to attain an impressive trophy worthy of the traditional game
gies to the members of the fencthe
between
increasing
friendship
in
the
which would be instrumental
ing team as a whole for the porivalry.
the
keen
strengthen
two colleges and at the same time
sition in which I have always held
The committee is confident that the students will receive the trotheir spcrt. After watching those
phy as well as the Alumni at the successful Varsity Club Banquet at
boys subdue their opponents in
which the initial presentation was made. The trophy will soon be on
the senior assembly hall, I decided display at the college along with the Sugar Bowl and Lambert Trophies.
that the old maxim which states
that the proof of the pudding is
in the tasting holds true in this
case.

Perhaps it was the uniform that
is the accepted armor of the
fencer that more or less caused
me to look down upon the sport.
To the uninitiated, the appearance
of these men around the corridors
in the afternoon on their way to
practice created the impression
that the college had been turned
into a hospital. Certainly the
white uniforms are the nearest
approach to those worn by internes that I have ever seen.

Elmer Ross.

The Hoya,
Georgetown University,
Washington, D. C,
February 5, 1941.

Mr. Thomas

J. Galligan,

Boston College Heights,
B. C, Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Dear Sir:
We would like to obtain your permission to reprint in a coming
issue of the Georgetown University Hoya, the recent article entitled,
"The Crisis in Catholic Education" written by Mr. Al Arsenault. This
article appeared in the Heights, the issue of Friday, January 17, 1941.

We believe this article to be worthy of reprinting here at GeorgeThen, again, another feature
town and trust that you will grant the permission required. Please adthat undoubtedly has turned many vise before Sunday noon, the ninth of this month.
against the sport and its adherSincerely yours,
ents is the pose which is more or
less characteristic of the fencer
Gerald J. Carroll,
Assistant Editor, G. U. Hoya.
about to enter into the fray. The
position, when correctly assumed,
would no doubt strike joy to the
heart of a sculptor, but I do not
think that it is conducive to acquiring the support or the admiration of the average rough-andready sports follower who usually
doesn't look much below the surface of a sport if he is prejudiced
against it before he observes it
in operation.

However, since fencing, its uniforms, and its positions have been

Dear

Students:

LETTER TO THE STUDENTS

In the last two issues of the Heights, it has been my privilege to
be able to write two articles on Catholic Education. The response of
certain members of the student body would furnish admirable material
for a thesis on the mentality and manners of the average Boston College
undergraduate. In general, I have formed the opinion that not many
took the trouble to read what I wrote, for which indeed I offer no censure. Some, however, who did not read it offered the most voluble comments. In general I find that I am accused of often using very ungrammatical English. This shows a most commendable attitude on the part
of the Boston College student body. If they can't take the trouble to
try and understand what my ideas are, at least they can point out mistakes in English. Perhaps ideas are too much for the average student.
Perhaps we must be thankful that he can tell an adverb from an adjective even if he has no idea or care as to what a Catholic Ctiltural

in vogue for many years and it is
not likely that they will be overthrown at this late date, the only
thing that I can suggest to those
who, like myself, have been ac- Education means.
customed to scoff at fencers is
Then too, from the reports that have drifted in to the Fleights
that they take an afternoon off office, I find that several have heard what someone heard someone else
some day to witness one of the say about my articles. Now mind you, those who talked to me did not
matches of the team. I did, and personally read my articles, but through secondary sources they did
hear that someone had torn me to pieces, figuratively of course. Naturcame away with an entirely difally enough, this leaves me no opportunity to defend myself, because
ferent view.

no one has yet offered a constructive criticism of my ideas except one
After watching them slashing or two favorable friends who have pointed out that at times I did not
at each other with the sabres, I use strong enough language. Therefore my only answer to you unthinkwas quite willing to settle for a ing, unknowing, uncaring Boston College undergraduates is a polite
a sneer at your boorishness and a sneer at your ignorance.
nice, quiet game of hockey where sneer,
injuries are usually unpremediAl Arsenault.
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Social Shots

By Bob McGehearty and Charlie Price

force "grizzled Fred" out from
. . the Bill
behind the foliage
Everett-Betty Sullivan duo still
continues to click after nearly four
Miscellaneous
years.
Jack
Kinchla was very formal at the
Simmons dansant . . Jack Gately
had trouble with the polka because
of the attention he was paying to
one of the beautiful blond girls
at that Polish affair last week. A!
Donohue's rhythms attracted Jack
McNaught to Totem Pole .
.
Steve D'Arcy and Bill Davis went
all the way to New York for a
. must have been
tea dance
quite an attraction . . . Bob Casey
and Dick Keating were busy escorting Ray Chaisson's girl around
the Arena while Ray battled on
the ice. Jack wants Mary to
know that those rumors about
At the
him, are not true
B. C.-B. U. battle Tom Finnegan
and Harry Boltz squired. Fr.
J. F. X. Murphy entertained the
Heights' staff among others with
his excellent debate via the air
waves Wednesday night. Bob Galligan must be finding L.owell inhe is encoring coteresting
night. T. P. Murphy and Larry
Cittrone made it a double at the
Statler to the tunes of Vaughan
Munroe. Did you know Tom Monahan is an uncle of Lois Andrew?
Jessel? Congrats to Al Morro
and best wishes for another successful seascn .
.What young
man has industriously prepared
a bundle for Britain? . . . Guess
the Ski Club has donned pontoons
for their weekly practice session
. . . Who is the apex of the eternal triangle ? . . . Who is worried
about an Indian invasion ? Were
those two lovelies the reason why
Hodge was dodging his friends on
Tremont Street Saturday nite?
. . . Virginia is coming back to
Believe it or not, Fred Jaquith Weymouth and they say that Ikeit must will be seeing less and less of
shaved twice last week
have been pretty important to Waltham these days.

Week-end Wind?The 1941 edition of the Emmanuel Junior
From graced the main ballroom
cf the Copley Plaza last Friday
night. Joe Shea arguing with
Ed
his corpuscles in a corner.
Weiss continuing his anti-England
tirade . . . George Kerr naturally
beseiged by autograph seekers
. . . Toz looking very debonair . . .
rhythm man Larry Cooper swaying the multitude, merely a dash
around the block to the Vendome
where the Regisites had descended from the hills for their midwinter formal . . Chet Gladchuk
was there and he is getting
smoother weekly . . . both members of the journalistic Galligan
family dragged . . . John Blakeney
showed up for one of his social
appearances.
Same Nuit . . . up Park Square
way the Statler swang high and
jansome to Tommy Reynolds' novel G-clefts during the Burdett's
nite out . . . Vin Robinson and
Bob Gallagher lent their presences
to give atmosphere and distinction to the affair. Jim Murray
claims "he'll never smile again"
until Jane goes "back to Capastrano." All of Ken's Kewpies
were in attendance from Hank
coming up
.
Sheehan down
Feb. 24, the Proparvulis Club's
Annual Supper Dance at the Copley Plaza . . . ultra swanky if you
can afford it . . . Phi Kappa Beta
gives their shindig at Ripley Hall.
Ernie Santosuosso
Feb. 21 . .
will definitely be present with the
exiled Countess Angelina Cochini.
Bud Morrissey and Fran Blouin
are being seen too often at Wellesley. The suggestion of a Viennese Waltz Night under the Towers is being enthusiastically supported by many undergrads.
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ITALIAN ACADEMY
By popular demand the Italian Academy will present for
their annual play a return engagement of "La Locondiera,"
which was given last year in
the library auditorium. Leading roles will be taken by
Ralph Struzziero and Nicolas
Sottile and they will be supported by Gregory Luke, Victor Raia, Thomas Antico and
Joseph
Joseph Marcantonio.
O'Reilly is in charge of production and Sottile is publicity
manager.
The play, which will be presented the second week in
April, will take place in ihe
library auditorium, according
to present plans. Rehearsals
will start just as soon as the
final plans are completed.

Students Views On Draft
(Continued from Page 1)

"Yes! It is a fact that no person
should be deferred merely because
of the fact that he happens to be
more fortunate than his fellowAmericans in the matter of greater
opportunities in acquiring an education. I am sure that the government is quite aware of the injustice of such a procedure and
would not make such an exception
if it were not for the good of the
country. It may be that the additional time in school will make
these men more valuable to the
army. If these be the case, it would
seem more consistent if they went
the whole way and let those who
are more than halfway through
their college years stay until they
have graduated. In this way, the
student would not be deprived of
his diploma and the army would be
receiving a recruit who could show
to greater advantage in some
specialized branch of the service.
Further, this should leave no place
for criticism on the part of others
that have to go now, since these
men would not be exempted from
the draft, but merely deferred, and
would have to go eventually."
?Arthur F.

Jones,

'41.

Logeion Exhibits Quincy B.C. Club Mahoney Speaks
Great Progress Will Hold Dance To History Club
Since their initial venture one
year ago, the editors of the Logeion have made much progress.
"The Logeion" which you all
know to be the classical bulletin,
made its second appearance of the
year, this past week. If this issue
is an indication of the quality of
future issues of the Logeion, it
will be readily and eagerly received.
There are three very interesting articles appearing in this
issue; Flato in Reality, a rather
dogmatic analysis of Plato's Ideal
State; Classical Architecture, a
technical exposition of Greek and
Architecture; and
"A
Roman
Glimpse of Euripides," an interesting insight into the life of the
Father of Dramatic realists.
Robert Muse who contributed
"Plato in Reality," saves his article from becoming tedious, by
presenting the striking similarity between Plato's Ideal State
and the spiritual state of the Cath(lie Church.
Rather minutely the
author shows how the ideals of
Plato have been realized to some
extent in the Catholic Church. It
is a pleasure to see such manifestation of original thinking.
In his article on "Classical Architecture,'" Thomas Casey gives
a very interesting description of
the forms of Roman and Greek
architecture, and then how they are
combined in the Gothic Architecture. His additional sidelights on
the reasons for, and the effects of
ihe differences in these two types
of classical architecture, give
Casey's article added appeal.
Nolan's
article "A
Joseph
Glimpse of Euripides" will appeal to all Greek students and
Nolan's "dry" humor, injected
frequently into the article, add
much to its appeal. Also worth
reading is Sister Rosaria's analysis of Horace's Thirtieth Ode, entitled "An Ode Fashioned Monument."

Students Flock
To Hockey Game Consul To Speak
To Spanish Club
Came the game, and with it results
At last the students in
the college have begun to feel the
spirit that the hockey team deserves to find in its fans. At last
Tuesday night's game with Boston University there was a decided upswing in attendance by
the student body. This increase
had a notable effect on the team
as may be judged by the fast
playing and the final score.
Many of the students now intend to make these games a regular "must" on their activity programs and the crowds are gaily
colored by the presence of many
feminine friends of the players
and fans. Thanks to Mr. Curley
anil the A. A. there is now no
reason for lack of atendance due
to lack of financial assets. Now
that the students are behind the
team they should stay with them
all the way.
The team certainly deserves all
the support the students give it?
the skaters have played all reason with but one defeat and they
have set this record on their own
with very little steady support
from the students. The untiringefforts of the small handful of
regular fans have at last brought
about effective results.
...

"LEND LEASE" BILL
(Continued from Page 1)
that the European conflict should
be considered a Holy War, and he
left no course open to America but
involvement in the war. These
belligerent views were sharply
challenged from the floor by the
delegates from Boston College and
Holy Cross.
The Committee almost unanimously resolved to favor the policy
advocated by the Catholic Colleges by a vote of thirty-six to
six, and the general opinion of the
numerous delegates was opnosed
to the views of Dr. Bell. It is interesting to note that the resolution accepted and approved by the
Convention was prevented from
publication in the Hartford papers.
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Mr. Enrique Naranjo, former
Colombian Consul to Boston and
an authority on Latin American
problems will address the members of the Spanish Academy next
Tuesday afternoon at 3:15 o'clock
in room 208. The meeting will bo
conducted entirely in Spanish, a
»-ood attendance is expected by
the moderator, Dr. Eduardo Azuola.
Dr. DeAragon, of the University
of Havana and Boston University will speak on Cuban music,
in a lecture scheduled for the following meeting of the Academy.
The lecture will be illustrated with
piano solos by the famous Cuban
musician, Senor Jose Gui Llerano.
whose renditions delighted those
in attendance at the Academy's
annual
dinner last December.
This meeting will take place at
Dr. Azuola's residence.
The series of lectures presenting notable speakers on various
Latin-American topics is part of
the new program provided for in
the reorganization of the Spanish

The Boston College Club of
Quincy will hold its annual PreLenten foimal dance en Tuesday
evening, February 25th. This club
is comprised of students residing
'.n Quincy, Braintiee, Weymouth
and Hingham. The ball will be
held at the Neighborhood Club n
Phil Murphy and his
Quincy.
band will play for dancing from
nine 'til ne.
The proceeds of the Pre-Lenten Formal go to the scholarship
fund of the Bost:n College Club
of Quincy. The location, the date,
the music, and the price, which is
two dollars a couple, are ideal for
an enjoyable evening.
Philip Garity, '40, is general
chairman of the affair. He is
being assisted in arrangements
for the dance by David Meaney.
'?'!4; John O'Connor, '36 and GerStudents from
ard Jones, '.']9.
the South Shore are urged to attend this popular affair. Tickets
may be
obtained from Mario
Guarcello of Senior or Robert
Fallon of Sophomore.
<

Sub Turri Asks
For Cooperation
The
Sub Turri,
Senior year
book, is ready to go to the printers and thence to make an early
formal appearance. But this fond
expectation is dependent upon the
fulfillment of an important condition, namely, that several recalcitrant Seniors, who have not as
yet done so, will kindly yeturn
their
photographic proofs to
Purdy's. This is important in order that the Sub Turri be com-

plete.
The Seniors and Boston College
as a whole will be proud of the
1941 year book. Authentic rumor
reports that it will be the best
production in several years. Tom
Finnegan, Editor, and his staff
have been working' energetically
for a publication that will be outstanding- in more than one respect. Emphasis on color is the
keynote, and the forthcomingyear book will definitely not be
a dull literary production.

The historical academy on Wednesday afternoon had the pleasure of listening to Leonard Mahoney of 2C lecture on Mary Tudor, Queen of England. In the
talk, the speaker displayed a profound knowledge of his subject
by treating from memory all the
numerous personalities leading un
to and during the reign of Mary I.
Beginning with William I, the
speaker traced English history
down the line in a sketchy but
most
distinctive manner. Much
emphasis was given to Henry
VIII, his marriage to Catherine of
Aragon, and his subsequent relationships with other women.
After thus establishing a background for a colorful treatment
of the life of Mary Tudor. The
speaker discussed the two influences in Mary's Cabinet, namely
the old Catholic nobles, and the
new group of nobles; the foreign
influences on England, especially
the influence of the French Party's
effort to promote an English marriage for Mary I; her marriage
to Fhillip II of Spain with its
pemp and splendor; Phillip IPs
military life; Pope Paul IV's decidedly nationalistic attitude.
The speaker based his lecture
en Prescott's, "A Spanish Tudor,"
which he recommended very highly along with Stone's "History of
Mary I, Queen of England." Mr.
Maurice F. Reidy, S. J., the Moderator, concluded the talk with
some remarks on the Cathoii?
Mary Tudor's marriage. The
meeting adjourned with the members very much convinced that
Mary Tudor was quite a personality.

SCENE OF DRAMA
(Continued from Page 1)
For those students who acquire
only one ticket for the performance there will be no charge, but
any student who wishes to purchase two tickets will be obliged
to pay fifty cents for the escort
ticket.

It's part of the game
...to pause and
**1T
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Academy.

C.A. A. Resumes

Flying Courses

Tuesday, February
18th will
mark the opening of the Ground
Training- School for those B. C.
students who will receive instruction under the guidance of U. S.
Army Air Corps officers. This
school is one of the branches of
the C. A. A. training course which
was inaugurated here at Boston
College last year. The program
was instituted to train pilots for
the Reserve Air Corps.
The requirements for this training are the same as the standards required by the Army and
Navy Air Corps. The trainees
must be between nineteen and
twenty-five years of age. They
must have completed two years
of accepted college work, and
must pass the rigid physical examination that is required by the
Army.
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Baseball Squad
To Report Soon

SPORTS
Ski Club Plans
Hawaiian Columnist Retracts
Belknap Trip
Charges of Professionalism
By George

Bent

It seems we have some faithful
Alumni after all. We found this
out the other day from Bob Lally
of Junior B. who received a letter
from his brother Paul, a lieutenant
in the United States Navy, who is
at present stationed outside Hawaii. He reports that "Red" McQueen, sports editor of the Hawaiian News, when making his
pre-game roundup of the several
Bowl games intimated that the
Eagles should murder Tennessee in
the Sugar Bowl classic seeing as
they were not strictly a college
outfit. In other words he stated
we employ a bunch of "pros".
These "pros", he said, were gathered in from all parts of the United States by an organized scouting system, similar to that at Alabama and other southern colleges
whose names we will not mention.
The scouts feel out the boy, offer
him a scholarship, which includes
room and board, a nominal sum
for expenses, besides taking care
of whatever scholastic difficulties
he may incur. Paul, on reading this
article, was justly indignant. He
immediately wrote a letter to McQueen and in no uncertain terms
told him what he thought of this
accusation so convincing him of
the amateur standing of this college and bringing so much pressure to bear that McQueen was

forced to re-tract his statement.
In his apology he says that his intention was to convey that the
Eagles, unbeaten in eleven straight
games and the highest scoring
eleven in the nation were so good
that they performed more like a
professional outfit than anything
in collegiate football this past
season. He further adds that
Frank Leahy's charges are credited with having the most diversified attack in football today, offering speed, power, deception and
hocus-pocus that would put the
Chicago Bears to shame. Such a
statement coming from a sportsman as far off as blue Hawaii
means a lot, so we thank you, Mr.
Lally for speaking up for your
college.

Following the thaw and rainstorm of recent days that desti'oyed all local skiing', the Boston
College Ski Club has been forced
to cancel its plans for intensive
skiing in and about Boston until
the weatherman forecasts another
snowstorm.

Right now plans are being formulated for another trip to the
White Mountains of New Hampshire, probably to Laconia, near
the Belknap Region, where a few
weeks ago, the members had a
great time.This new trip will probably take place on Washington's
birthday. The general sentiment
seems to be against going on a
holiday or a weekend because of
the large crowds that throng the
Incidentally, more action on the slopes and make good skiing impart of the Alumni such as this, possible, but this date seems to be
would move Boston College up the the only one that could prove possible of using.
sports ladder. We don't mean answering those jealous few who try
to throw down B.C. in the READER'S WRITE column. Arguing
with them proves that you are It supports all the other teams,
more ignorant than they. No, we and as a result must reap a handmean standing up for the name of some profit. The students are not
Boston College after you have sufficient in number to give the
graduated and supporting their necessary support and the subway
athletic teams. Unless we build up alumni is fickle. Lose a few games
our faithful Alumni, continued and you lose them. Everything desuccess in the athletic field is im- pends on strong Alumni spirit.
possible. Football, to stay on top Let's start building it up right
must become a paying proposition. now.

In a few short weeks Coach
Fred Maguire will issue the initial
call for candidates for this year's
varsity nine. Prospects, sad to say,
are none too promising. Lack of
veteran pitchers will handicap the
club for with the exception of
Dick Ferriter, sophomore sensation of last year's squad, there is
not a pitcher with any experience
returning. Fred Leahy, Bob McGovern, and Jack Leary bore the
brunt of the burden last semester
and graduation took them all. The
sad part of the situation is the
failure of the freshman nine to
send up even one remotely promising hurler.
Ferriter cannot be
expected to carry the whole load
and Fred must find two or three
starting hurlers from Fran Doherty, Ronnie Corbett, George Bent,
Joe Manzo, Dave White and John
Y audioes.
The rest of the squad is pretty
well set. Behind the bat will undoubtedly be
Larry
Ferriter,
Dick's younger brother and last
year's freshman receiver. After a
highly successful season with the
Artesani Club of the Boston Park
League he should be ready to step
right into the first string job. If
he slips, Bob Sliney or Ed McDonald, two veterans, will get the
nod.

FOOTBALL ELECTIONS
(Continued from Page 1)
the big 6' 1", 200 pound lad was a
standout at the tackle slot, in which
he was nominated all-state right
tackle. In his fourth year at Providence Central, won the distinction of leading his team on the
gridiron. Morro's team-mates on
the Sugar Bowl squad, brothers
Joe and Ed Zabilski.
Besides playing a good brand of
football, Morro is winning many
laurels on the B. C. track team due
to his adeptness at hurling the discus. In high school Al annexed the
N.E.A.A.U. crown in this event.
In his sophomore year at Providence he broke the old discus mark
and, not being satisfied with this
remarkable feat, he went on to
shatter his own mark twice in the
two succeeding years. One of his
other achievements in his high
school track career was a victory
over Al Blozis, now Georgetown's
record-breaking field event man.
Morro also led the trackmen in his
senior year.
One doesn't have to delve far
into the records to discover that
Morro has continued to show his
athletic skill at Boston College.
An aggressive player at right
tackle, Al started five football contests last season as he alternated
with John Yaukoes at the right
tackle berth. Against Tennessee in
the Sugar Bowl classic, Al got the
nod and played a great game that
afternoon. On the cinder track Al
has carried off several triumphs,
including the Junior A.A.U. discus
crowi which he won at Fresno,
Cal. last summer when he tossed
the discus 154 feet.
Varsity
Manager-Elect John
Pieroni is enrolled in the B. S.
section, and is a popular lad around
the campus. Pieroni served as assistant manager for the past three

The infield is set with the exception of the keystone sack. Eddie
Sawyer, the probable captain, is a
fixture at first while Joe Maguire,
better known for his hockey ability, showed enough both in the
field and at bat last season to warrant his keeping the short stop
berth. At the end of last season
years.
(Continued on Page 5)
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TRACKMEN IN GOTHAM

the

Eagle's Eye
By Al Arsenault
The election of Al Morro was one that received a lot of favor around
the campus. For two years now, Al has been a real star as a tackle,
and his play has always been of the highest order. He is carrying a
hard load on his shoulders, though; for this year's team was so good
that next year there will have to be some superlative play in order tc
match it. But there is no question but that the squad has a great leader;
and you can be sure that the team will always be working extra hard
for him, as they did for Toz and Charley O'Rourke, Goodreault and
Gladchuk, and the rest of this year's seniors who led the national
champions on to the field.
It means too that Al now has a great chance to become an
Ail-American. If the team has anywhere near as good a season at it
had last year, and there is every reason to think that this will be the
case, the spotlight will be on Morro. The men who pick the all-star
teams will be sure to watch the B.C. captain, and he is great enough
a player to gain national praise for his worth. The signs point to another great football season. A lot can happen between now and next
December, of course, but it looks now as though the Eagle will still be
flying high then as now.
The complete schedule has not as yet been announced and might not
be for a few more days, but even as it stands, it is a good one. Clemson,
Tulane, Temple, Georgetown, and Holy Cross form a schedule in themselves, let alone Fordham, or Tennessee added to it. Leahy has said
that this spring's practice will be the hardest since he came to the
Heights. That means that he and his staff are intending to take no
chances. If you thought that the Eagles showed a brilliant attack last
fall, wait till you see it next September. Leahy has hardly exposed his
football magic in the two years he has been here. For instance, he
waited 'till the Sugar Bowl game to try out a T-formation, and the fact
that it worked when first tried showed what might be done with it.
He has a forward passer in Mickey Connolly who will do a
lot to fill the pretty big shoes of Charley O'Rourke. And there will be
a pretty good line in front of a fast backfield. Look at the ends, Worcnicz, Currivan, and Zabilski; the guards, Fiorentino and Repko; and
the tackles. Levanitis and Captain Morro, and probably Naumetz at
center. There's a nucleus for another championship outfit. Coupled with
the material from last year's freshmen team, it should be good. But
only time will make the true worth of this group known.
And the mile relay team almost lived up to our 3:23 prediction. The
time of the foursome was 3:23.6, not so bad for a team that was far
out of the running a week before. In fact, if there had been a slightly
different arrangement of the runners, the Eagles might very well have
wen. This Saturday, if everything goes as well as it did in Boston, the
(earn ought to be under 3:23. As
a group, Riley, Ballantine, McCarthy,
end Dcwd are capable of it. Sickness and hard luck were their downfall before. Now they have the confidence in themselves that is so necessary for a winner. Don't be surprised if they press Fordham for the
fastest time cf the night.
As for that B.U. hockey game Tuesday night, without doubt
it was the roughest that has been seen in the Arena for a long time.
About fifteen penalties are too many in one game. It seems to be the
same old story as it was during the football season. It's not a question
cf B.C. winning. It's a question of what kind of condition the team
will be in when it finishes. But the Eagles again showed why they are
the collegiate hockey class of the nation. We only wish that they could
have a crack at McGill this winter. It might be a different story now
that there are two great lines instead of one. This team is about as
well-balanced an outfit as you would want. It's proved it time and
again. On top of that it provides more excitement for the spectator.
The Eagles never stop the attack from the start of the game to the
end. Sure, once in a while the other side gets a clean break and scores.
But the Maroon in the meantime has scored two or three. Their individual skaters are fast enough to show the best in back checking.
Thus the defensemen can play well up on the ice and keep the puck
always flying towards the goal. That's the way of all good hockey
teams.

Dumond Sparks
Red Light Trio
At last we have found him, the
little man who is always there. It

isn't Yehudi. He's the play-making
left winger of the flying Boston
College hockey team, the little fellow who leads in most of the
Eagles' rushes. Half as high as his
hockey stick, but every inch packed
with fight, the players' player, Al
"Fishy" Diamond.
Fishy hied to the Heights from
Rindge Tech wheie he was AllScholastic wing for two years in a
row. At B.C. he was teamed with
Rambling Ray Chaisson on the
frosh hockey club, and thus was
"ormed two-thirds of the highest
scoring collegiate line in the United
States and probably the best college forwards since Peter Hickey
was at the Heights. This duo plus
Wally Boudreau led the Club Marquette into the national amateur
playoffs in New Haven, this as
freshmen. The 1940 Eagles played
a first line of Chaisson, Pryor, and
Dumond. This year, Coach Snooks
Kelley, played the same trio which
continued to amaze collegiate
hockey circles with its scoring
finesse. A team that has lost but
one game to Yale, the opener, and
then proceeded to mow down the
entire New England league
eleven games in the win column.
In these games in which the
Eagles have scored in the neighborhood of 105 points, Fishy has
been the spark plug of a well-oiled
machine. He covers more ice in a
game than the fellows with the
pushers. Take last Wednesday's
game with B.U. Al did not score,
but was in more plays than you
could shake a stick at. There is
not a better back-checker in the
entire league, and Fishy can mush
down the ice like four ice-boats in
a high wind. He feeds more pucks
to Chaisson and Pryor than Sully
does sinkers in the cafeteria. He is
the prototype of Bobby Bauer of
the Bruins.
He's only a little fellow alongside the rest of the forwards, but
he can really move and he handles
a mean stick. The opposing defensemen can never get near
enough to the Fish to give him a
healthy body check. Al is aggressive but he would rather feed
Chaisson and captain Pryor than
score himself. He is a born hockey
player and above all, a clean sportsman. The best part of it is that the
Fish never stops fighting, he's always in the game.
Al claims the present B.C. outfit is the best by far in New England, and perhaps in the country
(we think it is a known fact).
Fishy went on to say that the
Eagles would lcok bsttcr against
stiffer opposition. "Wj could beat
Yale now, with a few games under
our sticks, and the only reason w(
lost that game was a lack of prac
tice. They did play smart hockey."
I wondered where he won the
monicker "Fishy" and figured from
the way he steals pucks that he is
the Isaac Walton of the New England League.
?

Wednesday we watched the fencing team defeat Amherst. This is
the second match out of three the swordsmen have won. They lost to
Norwich, a pretty classy team, last week, but Amherrt was pushed
back 14'/2 -12'/ 2 Incidentally the lads never have received the credit
that ought to be theirs. These boys pay for their coach, they put in a
lot of time, and some of them furnish their own equipment. If this
isn't school spirit, what is? Just ask Joe Eblan. He's getting to be the FACULTY MEMBER
official spokesman, and booster upper. He even induced the whole
(Continued from Page 1)
Heights staff to watch the Amherst match. It was a little too much for intentions, Fr. Murphy said that
the uninitiate. But it's interesting, although Errol Flynn failed
Soviets aim to extirpate all reto put the
ligion and furthermore, they boast
in a scheduled appearance.
of this.
SPORT SPOTS:
Fr. Murphy concluded his talk
Say, did you see the pep of Wall Cuenin last Tuesday. He
by warning that, "Any conceivable
was picking on a fellow who looked big enough for a football player.
bond between the United States
. And the two mile team deserves a lot of congratulations. They and Russia will put us in the poturned in their best performance to date even though finally losing.
sition of a man bound hand and
Important tennis announcement next week. Watch for it.
.
foot to a decaying corpse, a favorite form of ancient Russian cruel.

.

.

.
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SIENNA-MARQUETTE

(Continued from Page 1)
the members of the Society themselves. It is also expected that a
lecture debate before the students
of Emmanuel College will take
place in the near future.
Yesterday's debate in the Society was held on the question,
Resolved: "That the industries
vital to national defence, should be
deprived of the right to strike."
Representing' the Affirmative were
Francis Mahoney and William
Olivo, while the Negative position
was maintained by John Repucci
and John Corbett.
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ty."

The student attendance at the
B.U-B.C. hockey game was the
best since hockey was revived

at the college. Several hundred
students went to the Arena to
watch the Eagles humble the
Terriers. This was the best recognition that the college could
give to its champions. The boys
too often have played before
only a faithful few. Those who
went Tuesday will be sure to go
again.

GLEE CLUB STARTS SEASON

(Continued from Page 1)
from Naughty Marietta: Bernard
O'Donnell in trumpet pieces. Furthur concert dates which have been
announced are Feb. 20th, at Regis;
March 171h at Roslindale; March
23rd at Weston.

BASEBALL SQUAD

(Continued from Page 4)
Frank Davis was shifted to the
hot corner and there is no one on
present squad capable of taking this spot away from him.

Relayists Seek
Initial Victory
The Boston College mile relay
team will entrain today for New
York where they will compete in
the annual games sponsored by the
New York Athletic Club. The Maroon and Gold are scheduled to
meet Colgate, Villanova and the
speedy Rhode Island State quartets. Accompanying the team will
be Coach Jack Ryder and Manager
John Muh'oy.
The relayists will be the same
four that faced Holy Cross in last
week's hectic B.A.A. battle. Though
the Eagles have not reached the
peak which they attained last year,
they are still one of the top sixteams in the eastern collegiate
ranks.
Last Saturday night at the Garden, the Eagle quartet of Bill Riley, Johnnie Ballantine, Bill Dowd,
and Ed McCarthy equalled the alltime Boston College record for the
mile as they were clocked in
3.23:65, although trailing the Crusader foursome to the finish line.
True to Coach Ryder's pre-season
predictions, they are one of the
greatest teams that he has fashioned but ill-luck has dogged their
footsteps all season and they have
yet to win.
This week, with Madison Square
Garden as the scene of operations,
the Boston runners are confident
that they will launch a victory
streak that will continue thru the
remaining meets. This is not improbable as Captain Bill Dowd and
John Ballantine are threatening to
shade 50 seconds for the distance.
a feat which would stamp them
among the best in the collegiate
ranks.
The two mile team also showed
a reversal of form in the B.A.A.
games by battling New York U.
and Holy Cross to the wire and
finishing a stride behind the winning Violets.
The other Eagle entrant in the
Garden meet, sprinter Gil Walker,
continued to show himself to be
among the top flight dashmen of
the country. Gil reached the finals
where he was forced to bow to
such eminent speedsters as Hal
"Fastest Human" Davis, Herb
Thompson, Fred Wolcott, and Bill
Carter. A pulled muscle will keep
the diminutive Eagle star out of
the New York meet this week.
Walker will be ready to bid for the
Intercollegiate title in Manhattan
on the first of March. He is already considered one of the top
favorites, although only a sophomore.

FENCERS WIN
Last Wednesday afternoon and
evening, the B.C. fencing team defeated the Lord Jeffs of Amherst,
14%-12% in a battle that was
hardly decided till the end, around
8:30 P.M. Thus for the second time,
the fencers showed their class,
coming back strong after their defeat at the hands of Norwich.
No one man in particular could
be singled out for special praise
in this last victory. Kiely, Struzziero, and Captain Roger Baker
were especially hot. Joe Eblan, a
veteran of past years, returned to
the fray for another fling at fame
and glory. Mid the flashing steel
of flying sabers, he stood a sturdy
rock. He didn't win, but the next
time will be another story. He's
an attraction in himself when he
starts his sword play.
Today the team is playing at
Middlebury. Now that the boys are
getting into the best of condition,
they are looking to a victory. If
form means anything, they should
win. Incidentally, the fencing team
is not yet completely settled as to
membership. There still is plenty
of opportunity for anyone interested in the sport to get in on the
matter. Contact one of the managers, Kiely or Struzziero if you
are interested.

Icemen Prevail
In Rough Game
The flashy Boston College hockey
team extended its consecutive win
streak to eleven straight, as they
turned back a much improved Boston University six 6-3 at the Arena
Tuesday night. This game which
virtually clinched the New England League Title for the Eagles
also proved to be a rough and
tumble affair with 15 minor penalties being distributed by the officials.
The first period was packed with
thrills and provided most of the
scoring as five goals were tallied
in this canto. The Terrriers opened
the scoring of the evening just before the five minute mark. Paul
Brown got a break-away and combined with Johnnie Chambers at
the B.C. goalmouth who flicked
the puck past Sharkey.
The Maroon and Gold displayed
their championship ability at the
mid-way point as they scored three
goals in rapid succession. Larry
Babine evened the count at the
8:14 mark when he took a pass
from Wally Boudreau and turned
the red light on with a rifling shot
which had goalie Sullivan beaten
all the way. Bob Mee made the
next scoi-e possible when he picked
up a loose puck at center ice,
skirted the B.U. defence and set up
Johnny Pry or in the crease. B.U.
protested Pryor's goal but to no

avail.

Ray Chaisson came right back
at 10:33 and sent a sizzler into the
net with Bob Mee again assisting.
The Terriers took advantage of
Joe Maguire's banishment on a
questionable hooking charge and
registered their second score of
the stanza. The speedy Johnny
Chambers circled the Eagles' cage.
then fed Hines a pass who dented
the strings at 19:59.
The Kellymen completely outskated their inter-city rivals in the
second period and further increased
their lead. Johnny Pryor broke
away and passed to Chaisson at
the B.U. blue line, and Ray's rifleshot found the lower left hand corner at 8:30. At the 18:16 Larry
Babine took successive passes from
Wally Boudreau and Ralph Powers
and outguessed the B.U. netminder with a hard low drive. In
this stanza the Eagles were constantly pressing the Terriers and
were deprived of more scores by
the brilliant play of Hank Sullivan
in the B.U. cage.
The play in the third period was
slowed up somewhat by eight penalties which left both teams shorthanded most of the time. Hines
brought the Terriers one goal
closer when he took Paul Brown's
feed and slammed one home from
10 feet out at 2:38. Wally Boudreau concluded the evening's scoring when after taking a pass from
Babine he did a "now you see it
now you don't" act, drawing the
Terrier goalie out of position before firing the disc into the net.
The game was a typical 8.C.-B.U.
encounter and was featured by
fifteen penalties.

TENNIS SHOTS

Next week the Heights will publish the complete varsity tennis
schedule for this spring. Advance
reports label it as the best in the
past few years. On the word of
Gene Sullivan, the captain, there
will not be a single setup.
The men who will make the
Southern trip, the major feature
of the tennis season, have not as
yet been definitely selected. Since
the tournament last fall was not
finished, there will have to be some
additional playoffs. In fact final
selection is not liable to be made
until the first of April when local
asphalt courts are ready for use.
The outfield with Kerrivan, Anyway, the netmen should have
Commane, Conroy, Attridge and a good season. There is a lot of
Sutkis looks great. It all depends material in the school capable of
on the chuckers.
handling the best in opposition.
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Varsity 'B' Dinner "Tobaccoland"
French Academy Bowl Committee Sodalists Hold
Lecture Tryouts Fetes Bowl Team Again Reissued
Holds Quiz Period Guest of B.C.
On Monday, February 10, members of the New Orleans Sugar
Bowl Committee visited the campus of Boston College. The visit
was part of a sight-seeing tour of
Boston which was sponsored by
their guest, Boston College.
Arriving at the Heights at about
noon-time, the committee went to
St. Mary's Hall, where they had
lunch. According to members of
the committee, their dinner in the
refectory at St. Mary's, and not
the Varsity Club Dinner, was the
climactic point of the trip. This
was a new experience for these
men, for most of them had never
been inside of a religious community before.
Following the dinner, members
of the faculty escorted the Southern visitors through the buildings and grounds of the college.
Among those who took part in
the tour were: Brother Peter;
A. N. Goldberg, President of the
Committee; Joe Davis; Fred Digby and others.
Their stay in Boston was culminated by a hockey game, Tuesday night, between the Bruins and
the Red Wings.

Last Tuesday, the French Acadinaugurated their new policy which is to hold a quiz session
along the lines of "Information
Please." After the routine business had been taken care of, the
officers of the club, Mavio Guarcello, William Duggan and William MacDonald took their positions as the board of movie ex-

A series of tryouts will be held
to choose several teams of lecturers from the Sodality of the
College of Business Administration.
The
Catholic Literature
Committee cf that organization
has announced through the Rev.
George A. King, S. J., that this
will be the first step towards filling out a rather extended program
of public appearances before various groups. The tryouts will continue throughout next week. Any
business sodalist may compete by
preparing a Catholic treatment of
any of the topics of current interest.
The Catholic Literature committee, headed by Richard Grainger, Roslindale Junior, has been
one of the most active in the Sodality. Last spring it gained wide
repute by its public evaluation of
the American Youth Congress in
a discussion before the N. E. I. U.
C. A. which correctly forecast the
downfall of that movement. Last
week it engaged the Rev. Jchn F.
X. Murphy, S. J., the noted historian, to interpret the approach
to the present and last wars in
a lecture before the over-capacity
Sodality meeting.

As a fitting climax to the greatest season in Boston College football history, the Varsity "B" Dinner held last Sunday, which honored the members of the Sugar
Bowl squad, was the most successful affair of its kind ever
staged in Boston. A gathering
which filled the spacious Main
Ballroom 1 of the Hotel Statler
to over-flowing, heard words of
praise and tribute to the team
from famous sport celebrities,
from both the North and South,
and they witnessed the presentation of the Sugar Bowl Trophy,
in official recognition of the conquering Eagles as the Nation's
Champion football team.
History repeated itself, when,
just as at the Chamber of Commerce Banquet, amidst a row of
famed orators, Henry Toczylowski stole the show as he reminded
the Juniors, Sophomores and
Frosh players to follow in the footsteps of the Seniors.
A. N. Goldberg, President of
the Sugar Bowl Association, presented the Sugar Bowl to the Rev.
Maurice Dullea, representing the
Rev. William J. Murphy, President of Boston College. Every
open forum was held in which
member of the squad was then
members asked the speaker vari- RADIO CLUB PROGRAM
presented with a gold football as
(Continued from Page 1)
ous questions on the subject of
a remembrance of the memorable
Nylon. The next meeting is sched- periods up in the radio room prac- event. The final speaker of the
ticing the code and studying the
uled for Feb. 26.
evening was Coach Leahy.
various textbooks on "Basic Transmitter Theory" or the "Radio
&
Amateur's Handbook". All in all,
it looks like the Radio Club will
OLD VIENNA CAFE
MENS and
soon take its place with the major
WOMEN'S activities at Boston College and
Conveniently Located on
there is no reason why it shouldn't
Commonwealth Ave, near
rank as such.
Capiiol Theatre

emy

perts.
During the entire period they
upheld their end of the meeting
in spite of some rather obscure
questions on motion picture matter. In all, the period proved to
be entertaining and informative.
The new system so eliminated all
boresome discussion, that everyone felt that it was well worthy
of repeating.
As a result it was announced
that the next meeting would witness a similar discussion and the
subject matter will be sports.
Henry Trainor, John Connolly and
Lawrence Citrone will make up
next week's board of experts and
are prepared to answer any and
all questions on any sport.

Nylon Lecture At
Chemistry Club
An interesting talk on Nylon
by Maurice Lynch '43, was presented at the regular meeting of
the Chemist's Club last Wednesday afternoon. The speaker treated extensively, the discovery, im-
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uses
manufacture,
and properties of this new product.
This was another in the series
cf lectures sponsored by the
Chemist's Club, and although intended primarily for students taking chemistry, anyone may attend
these talks which are held byII \m FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Lynch
supplemented
monthly.
QUALITY ALWAYS"
his lecture with blackboard demonstrations of the formulas in- 111 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
volved and after the meeting, an WOOLWORTH BLDG., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
provements,
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92 Washington St.
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Leading C. B. S. Stations
Tuesday?9:3o P. M., E. S. T.;
8:30 P. M., C. S. T.; 7:30 P. M.,
M. T.; 6:30 P. M., P. T.
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Leading C. B. S. Stations
Wed., Thurs.?lo:oo P.
M., E. S. T.; 9:00 P. M., C. S. T.;
8:00 P. M., M. T.; 7:00 P. M., P. T.
Tues.,
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GLENN MILLER'S MOONLIGHT
SERENADE
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Leading N.B.C. Stations
Mon.,
Tues., Thurs.,
Fri.?
7:00 P. M., E. S. T.; 6:00 P. M.,
C. S. T.; 10:00 P. M., C. S. T.;
9:00 P. M., M. T.; 8:00 P. M., P. T.
Wednesday?7:oo P. M., E. S.
T.; 6:00 P. M., C. S. T.; 5:00 P.
M., M. T.; 4:00 P. M., P. T.
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Chesterfields are better-tasting
L

J.

FRED WARING'S PLEASURE
TIME
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Real Mildness and a

because of their right combinatiOU Of the World's best Cigarette

M.

New Campaign Released
Many celebrities are again included in the new Chesterfield
advertising campaign scheduled
nationally in newspapers during
February and March. National
billboard showings, dealer displays, and the Waring "Pleasure
Time" and Glenn Miller "Moonlight Serenade" radio shows over
the leading networks support the
newspaper program.

PROFESSOR QUIZ

Owned and Operated by

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
NOTEBOOKS
Pen & Pencil SETS
TYPEWRITERS

Milder

erfield gives you more pleasure?
Because it's the smoker's cigarette

230 Washington St.

11

/,

,

Complete meals served at
reasonable prices.

Stationer

So many requests have been
received for the big free book.
"Tobaccoland, U. S. A.," offered
by Chesterfield cigarettes in a recent national newspaper advertisement, that another million
copies for immediate distribution
are being rushed through publication.
Scores of colleges have written
to praise the completeness of this
story of America's great tobacco
industry, which in 42 pages with
over 100 large photographic illustrations fully describes tobacco
farming and cigarette manufacture.

They're MILDER. Before auction time Chests
erfieid's expert tobacco buyers look over the
9rowing crops so ,hey wi " know f '"' hand where
,ne *' nest rnild, ripe leaf is coming from. The
wa y these tobaccos are conditioned aged and
blended gives Chesterfields a better taste and
makes them definitely milder.

